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About This Game

Volstead

Strategic turn-based game ambiented in USA 1920 when the Volstead act was declared.

Features:

Strategic turn-based game.

From 1 to 5 players in hot-seat mode.

Fully replayable. Each game will be unique.

Lots of possible strategies.

Simple and addictive mechanics.

Around 20-60 minutes per game.
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Multilanguage: English and Spanish.

Amazing original Soundtrack.
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Title: Volstead
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Carlos Vázquez Ordóñez
Publisher:
VoidMain Studios
Release Date: 26 Jun, 2015
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It's a cute game, but suffers from the same problem as the first one: lack of proper cameral control. When you're jumping from
a moving platform to another, it would be really nice to actually see where you're jumping to. Now you just need to guess (and
fall down to begin the ascent again). How hard can it be to provide full control of the camera angle?. This game is pretty fun!!
You better gobble up them blocks quick or you're dead. If you want to be a ginormous killing machine, then this is the game for
you!! I just hope they add more maps and perks and stuff but overall, really not bad for the price.. A nice way to spend some
time.. for this game, arguably nice no, not bad either. Can be a little fun when youre bored. Very, VERY, light on content. The
game has two maps which each have a unique boss and player type with different movesets. That's it. A third is on the way but
not available yet. It's enough to have fun for 30-60 minutes with a friend if you're taking turns, and you might even return to it,
but unless it's REALLY your thing and you frequently have other friends over who haven't played to try it out you probably
won't put much time into this.

Unless I was missing them, which may well be the case, the controls are not listed or displayed anywhere and there is no tutorial,
you're left to figure them out which is likely to result in very lopsided matches at the satart as one of you learns quicker than the
other what the controls are.

What IS here is nice, the overall aesthetic and the graphics are basic but pleasing, the controls and combat are fun (but very
simple), and it fills a niche little area of VR that isn't filled with many titles which is why I'm going to still give this a postive
review.

The Early Access text says the current price is half of what the game will cost at launch but I'm struggling to see how it's even
worth the current asking price. This is the sort of game I'd expect at a $5 price point, and you should probably wait for a sale
that puts it at that price point unless you're in dire need for asymmetrical multiplayer games.. it seems nice game
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Going to preface this by saying that i played the PS4 version of this game and this review is copy-pasted from my thoughts after
I finished that but my opinion remains pretty much unchanged. This version may have fixed small issues with the translation or
UI since this is being released almost a year later and i haven't checked but that does not change this VN's problems as a lot of
them would be prevalent in any version. Anyway my review:
A lot of the game is cutscenes ripped straight from the anime which are unpausable and unskippable, this includes the OP and
ED which play at the beginning and end of each chapter, of which there are 21, and they are unskippable. The translation
obviously has its flaws (see: "directer" in the op) which are honestly shocking that it made it into something official like this.
The visuals are quite bad and the textbox and menus look absolutely horrible. The gameplay sections are completely predictable
and involve literally repeating the exact same thing 12 times until you don't have to anymore, and the content of that is...
punchline. Panties and\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
People would say that the second half (last 10 chapters) is much better than the first and I feel that would be a valid judgement,
if not for the fact that each chapter of the last half is so short, lasting around 15-20 minutes, the 'last half' may be its saving
factor if not for the fact that it's more like 5 hours when you have to put up with way more of just bad panty minigame before
you get to it.
furthermore, i feel almost as though i have been scammed in buying this and even using my time on it as i was under the
impression there would be content that was original to the VN, this was not exactly false but i can only think of 2 scenes that are
actually new. One of which is controversial (i've seen people talk about it) and the other is literally 3 minutes added onto the
epilogue. To be honest this added content was quite nice and answered a couple of questions i had at the end of the anime,
though at the same time, it's literally 3 minutes... Besides this, there is no new content.
To emphasise this, the last chapter, chapter 21, is literally just episode 12 of the anime. And i don't mean that it's that presented
in vn form, I mean it is literally that episode of the anime playing. Ripped straight from the anime. Just 15 minutes of straight
anime, unchanged, and unpausable\/unskippable.
And as for the actual content, I liked a couple of characters, hated particular others, but other than that it's standard Uchikoshi.
If you've played other VNs from these creators such as the infinity or zero escape series, you won't get much from Punchline
Considering the anime is the exact same content, presented in a quicker way, and gets to the point much faster (and actually has
a much higher ratio of the good half to bad half) I seriously cannot reccomend the vn when the anime exists.
The anime is actually very decent, it's well animated and has good pacing and hey with only 12 episodes it's not much of an
investment, it can be worth watching
In conclusion, the fact that they have, and continue to charge $50 for this is a joke and is seriously taking
the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 If I could ever get back the money I spent on this I would do it in a heartbeat. To
anybody reading this is my best warning: Watch the anime instead. If you have already bought it try your best to refund it. I
would only reccomend if you are a die-hard fan of punchline the anime series and even then i would implore you to reconsider.
with this in mind, the punchline anime is around a 6\/10. The vn (this version) is a 3\/10
What a sad waste of time.... OMG, Best game Ever
Game Of The Year Lol
i really enjoyed this game, But the thing is there is no more coins for upgrading
But the online is still alive
37MB are Worth it <3
. Not Bad At All.. I have no idea why people would say "you get a lot for your money". If you wanna waste 70 Cent just take a
walk outside and give it to a homeless. Money way better spent.

Why do I not like the game? It\u00b4s repetitive, has no challenge, no story, no ending, no depth, no tactical choices, no replay-
value at all. But nice atmosphere due to sounds and background graphics. But a lot of free games can do that AND be a nice
game.. Wow a beautiful GTA like game for iOS and Android, what?!?! Wait its on steam too?! Even Better! I was wrong. Sure
the game is fun on mobile devices, but thats because the game is actually easy to pick up off the App Store (thats right guys, its
free on mobile!). But really $25 on steam? Nothing but an easy cash grab for you guys huh? The game doesn't even support
crossplatform play. So once you spend the $25 make notes saying that you will only see about 7 people. Due to its high price
range you wont be seeing much players on multiplayer (lets be real the game doesn't even have a story mode so whos going to
play single player anyways?). Its sad that you have a top of the notch price, but the game isnt even premium built (more as an
early access stage). I cant say the same thing for mobile because its actually free and HAS players. Please do not waste your time
on this purchase until the price drops or it becomes free. At this rate I should even be refunding the game but I do see potential
(from playing the mobile version), so just keep the $25 I gave you. But this will be a thumbs down until you make the game cost
less or actually free so we can have a full game.. Opus Magnum is a coding puzzle game brilliantly disguised as a steampunk
alchemy engine. Given specific reagents, you must use the tools at your disposal to generate a specific product. Each puzzle is
very satisfying to complete, and can be solved in many ways. Any solution will allow you to progress, but part of the fun comes
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from trying to find the most efficient solution you can (as measured by minimal commands, component costs, or area used).

Compared to other Zachtronics games I've played (which are extremely similar), I appreciated Opus Magnum for its lack of
space restrictions (setting up assembly lines in the late game of SpaceChem was infuriating), and its well-balanced difficulty
curve. As added bonuses, the game has a surprisingly interesting setting and plot, as well as a decent matching mini-game.

Opus Magnum is a great entry point for newcomers to coding puzzles, and is fun for those experienced in the genre as well. It is
worth your purchase at full price or on sale.. Game Information

Season Match HD is a Match 3 game that was developed by URSE Games and published by Buka Entertainment.

Game Visuals

I want to mentioned that the visuals in the game is well done. The visuals can be adjusted in the game's option menu.

Game Audio

I want to mentioned that audio for the game is well done. Even though the audio is somewhat simplistic and repetitive. The audio
can be adjusted in the game's option menu as well.

Gameplay

There are two different difficulty game modes to choose from: Relaxed and Action (Timed.)

There are three different type of match 3 play styles: Swap; Chain and Group. In this match 3, the play style is group match 3.

There are three different game modes: Arcade; Quest and Trophy Way. The quest game mode is the story campaign. The arcade
and trophy way are the miscellaneous gameplay, for the most part, that can accessed when the quest game mode is completed half
way. Full access to the trophy way happens when the arcade game mode is completed.

There are few match 3 bonuses that are available to help with making matching much more quicker.

There are eight different achievements that can be unlocked from playing the game. Each of these achievements those come with
some requirements that needs to be completed before they can be unlocked.

Miscellaneous

There are five different trading cards to collect. The game only drop three of those trading cards. There are several ways to get the
rest of the trading cards: Purchased from the Steam's Community Market; Trade with friends; Booster Packs and its' Booster Pack
Creator.

Final thoughts: I have found the game enjoyable to a certain extent. The replay value for the game is low. I would recommend this
game, but not at the game's full price value.. This puzzle-adventure game has surprised me in a good way. Despite some details to
polish, the game is pretty amusing and the challenges makes you want to try once and again.. This should really be tagged with
Local Co-op and Local Multi-player. Luckily I got this through humble bundle but was very disappointed after installing trying to
play with a friend.

To be fair reading the full description it is mentioned, but steam does have the specific tags for it which would make it much easier
to spot.
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